Detecting gene losses is a novel aspect of evolutionary genomics that has been made feasible by whole-genome sequencing. However, research to date has concentrated on elucidating evolutionary patterns of genomic components shared between species, rather than identifying disparities between genomes. In this study, we searched for gene losses in the lineage leading to eutherian mammals. First, as a pilot analysis, we selected five gene families (Wnt, Fgf, Tbx, TGFb, and Frizzled) for molecular phylogenetic analyses, and identified mammalian lineage-specific losses of Wnt11b, Tbx6L/VegT/tbx16, Nodal-related, ADMP1, ADMP2, Sizzled, and Crescent. Second, automated genome-wide phylogenetic screening was implemented based on this pilot analysis. As a result, we detected 147 chicken genes without eutherian orthologs, which resulted from 141 gene loss events. Our inventory contained a group of regulatory genes governing early embryonic axis formation, such as Noggins, and multiple members of the opsin and prolactin-releasing hormone receptor (''PRLHR'') gene families. Our findings highlight the potential of genome-wide gene phylogeny (''phylome'') analysis in detecting possible rearrangement of gene networks and the importance of identifying losses of ancestral genomic components in analyzing the molecular basis underlying phenotypic evolution.
Introduction
Changes in gene repertoires, as well as changes in gene function and regulation, contribute to phenotypic evolution (Demuth and Hahn 2009 ). However, intensive research in this respect, based on genome-wide information, is lacking, whereas the importance of cis-regulatory changes and changes in protein-coding regions is disputed intensively (Carroll et al. 2005; Hoekstra and Coyne 2007) . Documentation of gene losses is one of the novel aspects of genome evolution that whole-genome sequencing has made technically possible (Ponting 2008) . Whereas the importance of gene losses has been noted as a potential engine of evolutionary change (Olson 1999) , much effort in genomics research has concentrated on revealing similarities in shared components between different genomes, rather than identifying cross-species disparity.
It has been shown repeatedly that gene duplicationspartly derived from whole-genome duplications-have contributed to the diversification of genome composition during metazoan evolution (Wolfe 2001 ; Van de Peer et al. 2009 ). However, recent studies have highlighted lineage-specific genes, denoted ''taxonomically restricted genes'' (or ''orphan genes''), in the fruit fly (Zhou et al. 2008) , hydra (Khalturin et al. 2008; Milde et al. 2009 ), and primates (Knowles and McLysaght 2009 ; for review, see Khalturin et al. 2009 ). In contrast, the comprehensive detection of gene loss, which should be supported by an elaborate orthology/paralogy assessment, requires different approaches (Gabaldon 2008) . This is an immense challenge for postgenomic studies.
In addition to the identification and characterization of gene losses in specific gene families (Oda et al. 2002; Brawand et al. 2008 ), a few genome-wide studies have been conducted to detect gene losses in the primate lineage (Hahn and Lee 2005; Wang et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2007 ). Such studies assume pseudogenization or conserved synteny of neighboring genes as markers, or both. As the next challenge, more ancient gene losses that occurred at the base of the Mammalia, Theria (marsupials and eutherians), and Eutheria ( fig. 1 ) are inferable by utilizing available ª The Author(s) 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/ 3.0), which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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whole-genome sequences of the chicken, platypus, and opossum (International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium [ICGSC] 2004; Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Warren et al. 2008) . The availability of multiple high-quality genome sequences is indispensable for producing a reliable inventory of lost genes. In the biological and technical sense, the Eutheria, for which several high-coverage genomes are available, serves as an ideal target for elucidating how gene losses have shaped the genomes.
In this study, we searched for gene losses that occurred in early mammalian evolution ( fig. 1 ) by implementing an automated phylogenetic screening followed by a focused assessment. Our strategy does not rely on the assumption of pseudogenization and conserved synteny, whose traces could have decayed during more than 100 Myr of mammalian evolution. We identified mammalian lineage-specific losses of multiple regulatory genes involved in early embryogenesis as well as dozens of other genes whose absence from mammalian genomes has never been reported previously. Our comprehensive analysis provides insights into differences in gene repertoires between mammals and others, which would have been partly associated with the reorganization of regulatory pathways responsible for early embryogenesis.
Materials and Methods

Selection of Gene Families for the Targeted Analysis
We chose five gene families (Wnt, Fgf, Tbx, TGFb, and Frizzled) that have been diversified through gene duplications within the Animalia and comprised approximately 20 human paralogs. All five families enabled reliable, relatively long alignments and provided levels of sequence divergence sufficient for resolving phylogenetic relationships.
Molecular Phylogenetic Analyses of the Five Selected Gene Families
For each gene family, we first identified all annotated human genes in the NCBI Refseq database (Pruitt et al. 2007) . Using each annotated gene, a Blast search (Altschul et al. 1997 ) was performed for peptide sequences downloaded from the NCBI Protein (GenBank; Benson et al. 2009 ) and the Ensembl (version 55; Hubbard et al. 2009 ) databases. Sequences that showed significant homology to the queries were retrieved from the databases. After partial and redundant sequences had been removed, an optimal multiple alignment of their amino acid sequences was constructed using the XCED alignment editor implementing the MAFFT program (Katoh et al. 2002) . Using regions in which alignment was unambiguous and gap-free, preliminary molecular phylogenetic trees were inferred by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) using XCED. For final analyses, the maximumlikelihood (ML) method was employed using the PhyML software (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) with the JTT model and the assumption of a gamma distribution with four categories. We concluded that a gene loss had occurred only when the corresponding ML tree supported a tree topology supporting the gene loss.
Genome-Wide Primary Selection of Lost Gene Candidates
We first categorized species listed in the Ensembl into three groups: the chicken (Gallus gallus), an in-group (Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Canis familiaris, and Bos taurus), and an out-group (Xenopus tropicalis, Danio rerio, Tetraodon nigroviridis, Takifugu rubripes, Gasterosteus aculeatus, and Oryzias latipes). Using individual chicken peptide sequences, BlastP searches were run toward peptide sequences for both the in-group and the out-group. ''Bits'' scores of these searches were converted into approximate evolutionary distances so that differences in the lengths of peptides among the three categories would not exert a large effect, even in cases where partial sequences were involved in the comparisons (Katoh et al. 2002) . The Blast-based approximate evolutionary distance for a chicken (G. gallus) gene to its best hit in the mammalian in-group (d gm ) was computed as follows:
where T gm , T gg , and T mm are bits score in a BlastP search from a chicken gene to in-group sequences, bits score in a BlastP search from the chicken sequence to itself, and bits FIG. 1.-Simplified phylogeny of amniotes. We aimed at detecting gene losses in the temporal range indicated with the two-headed arrow. Species included in the comprehensive search in the present study are shown in parentheses. Note that more eutherian species were included in the final assessment of gene absences (see Materials and Methods) and in the molecular phylogenetic trees in following figures. The Boreoeutheria is a subgroup of the Eutheria, containing multiple species whose high-coverage genome sequences are available. Other subgroups of the Eutheria (namely the Afrotheria and Xenarthra), whose phylogenetic relationships are not fully resolved (see Hallströ m et al. 2007) were not included in our comprehensive search, because they do not contain multiple species whose genomes are fully sequenced. score in a BlastP search from the in-group best-hit sequence to itself, respectively.
The Blast-based approximate evolutionary distance between a chicken gene and its best hit in the anamniote out-group (d gn ) was computed as follows:
where T gn and T nn are bits score in BlastP searches from a chicken gene to out-group sequences and bits score in BlastP searches from the out-group best-hit sequence to itself, respectively.
For each chicken gene, we finally obtained a difference between these two approximate distances as follows:
To exclude genes that would not provide sufficient resolution in a subsequent molecular phylogenetic inference, chicken genes with a bits score of ,200 against the outgroup (T gn ) were discarded. This process also excluded genes that are unique to the chicken genome. The Ensembl includes multiple peptide sequence entries per gene because of alternative splicing. Therefore, the longest peptide for each gene was selected.
To adapt the conventional reciprocal best-hit (RBH) principle to our analysis, we computed the paralogy index, R in , as follows:
where T mg is the bits score of the BlastP search using the best hit in the in-group as a query against the chicken Ensembl peptides.
The molecular phylogenetic tree inferences for individual candidates were performed as described above. Zn-finger proteins were excluded from the analyses (14 cases of 255 candidates in our genome-wide search) because frequent gene duplications throughout amniote evolution in this gene family hindered reliable assessment of the presence or the absence of gene duplications and their phylogenetic timings.
Gene Ontology and Interpro Annotation
Annotation of genes without eutherian orthologs was performed using FatiGO (Al-Shahrour et al. 2004 ; http:// www.fatigo.org). Statistical significances of overrepresentation and underrepresentation of Gene Ontology (GO) terms were assessed using Fisher's exact test (P , 0.05) with the original Ensembl gene set (12,076 genes) and the set of genes whose eutherian orthologs were revealed as absent in this study.
Confirmation of Gene Absence
To confirm the absence of genes indicated as lost in the large-scale screening, we ran BlastP searches using the chicken peptide sequences without eutherian orthologs as queries against the Ensembl peptide sequences of all eutherian species available. Although we attempted to include early-branching eutherian lineages (Xenarthra and Afrotheria) for which only 2-fold coverage genome sequences are available, the currently available resource did not contain any ortholog with a substantial sequence length and thus did not provide additional information to narrow the timing of gene losses. To detect possible protein-coding sequences that were not correctly annotated in the Ensembl, additional searches against expressed sequence tags (ESTs) in the NCBI and the genomic nucleotide sequences in the Ensembl of all eutherian species were also performed with TBlastN using the chicken peptide sequences without eutherian orthologs as queries. However, we did not detect any possible ortholog of the lost genes in these additional searches. We ran BlastP searches using the chicken peptide sequences without eutherian orthologs as queries against the Ensembl peptides of the platypus Ornithorhynchus anatinus and the short-tailed opossum Monodelphis domestica. The absence and the presence of orthologs in these two species to the chicken reference sequences were assessed using the molecular phylogenetic trees, and are listed in supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online. Elephant shark and sea lamprey coding sequences were obtained from the genome assemblies publicly available at http:// esharkgenome.imcb.a-star.edu.sg/resources.html and ftp:// genome.wustl.edu/pub/organism/Other_Vertebrates/Petromyzon_marinus/(version PMAR3), respectively.
Results
Targeted Survey of the Wnt, Fgf, Tbx, TGFb, and Frizzled Gene Families as Test Cases Five selected gene families (Wnt, Fgf, Tbx, TGFb, and Frizzled) were analyzed in a pilot scan of changes in gene repertoires during the early mammalian evolution. We focused on the absence of genes unique to the eutherian lineage ( fig. 1 ). In the Wnt gene family of 21 amniote subtypes, Wnt11b, whose absence in the mammals was indicated by previous developmental studies (Garriock et al. 2005; Hardy et al. 2008) , was found to be missing from all the sequenced mammalian genomes. A molecular phylogenetic analysis using the ML method unambiguously supported the exclusion of mammalian genes from the group of vertebrate Wnt11b genes ( fig. 2A ).
In the TGFb gene family, mammalian orthologs of the antidorsalizing morphogenetic protein (ADMP)-1 and its closest relative, ADMP2, were absent ( fig. 2B ). In the subfamily containing the human Nodal gene, we identified the absence of the mammalian genes orthologous to the chicken gene encoding Nodal-related protein 1 (AF486810), the Xenopus Xnr2 gene (and more duplicates unique to the Xenopus lineage), and the zebrafish ndr1/squint and ndr3/southpaw genes ( fig. 2C ). Interpretation of this phylogenetic tree is not straightforward because of the absence of a Nodal ortholog in the chicken and the unreliable position of the teleost fish genes, including zebrafish ndr2/cyclops. However, retention of two anole lizard Anolis carolinensis genes and their tight linkages with members of the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E-binding protein (eIF4EBP) gene family (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online) suggested that at least two subtypes in this Nodal subfamily duplicated early in the vertebrate evolution, and that different vertebrate lineages have retained the duplicates differentially.
In the Tbx gene family, mammalian orthologs of chicken Tbx6L, Xenopus VegT, and zebrafish tbx16 were missing ( fig. 2D ). In the Frizzled gene family (Heller et al. 2002; Bovolenta et al. 2008 ), both Crescent and Sizzled genes lacked mammalian orthologs ( fig. 2E ). In the Fgf gene family, all mammalian orthologs whose counterparts exist in the chicken have been retained (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Our analysis also detected gene duplications unique to the mammalian lineage. In the TGFb gene family, we detected a gene duplication of Vg1 (Yisraeli and Melton 1988) specific to the early eutherian lineage that resulted in two mammalian subtypes, namely, Gdf1 and Gdf3 (Andersson et al. 2007 ) (supplementary fig. S2A , Supplementary Material online). A gene duplication with the same timing was observed between inhibinbC and activinbE/inhibinbE (data not shown). We also detected a markedly long branch, suggesting an increased substitution rate that was specific to the mammalian lineage for Lefty, a member of the TGFb gene family (supplementary fig. S2B , Supplementary Material online).
In total, seven eutherian orthologs for seven genes that were present at the mammalian-sauropsidan split were revealed as being absent of the 92 genes in the five gene families surveyed. For these seven cases, we referred to the Ensembl ''Orthologs'' view and discovered that three (Wnt11b, Nodal-related, and Tbx6L/VegT/tbx16) were erroneously annotated as being present in eutherians. Therefore, we implemented our original search strategy, which did not rely on automated orthology annotation in Ensembl or any other tool based on information in the Ensembl.
Comprehensive Primary Selection of Candidates
For every gene in the five selected gene families, the differences in approximate evolutionary distances, DD, and the paralogy index, R in , were computed (see Materials and Methods) and plotted in figure 3A (see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online for details). Two visual opsin genes (RhB/Rh2 and SWS2) known to be classical examples of the lost genes (Jacobs 1993; Davies et al. 2007) were also included as controls (see supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). fig. 4A ). Second, in a gene family with paralogs, even when the mammalian ortholog of the reference chicken gene was lost, a homology search using the reference chicken gene against a mammalian gene collection should return a paralog ( fig. 4C ), resulting in an R in value much larger than 1.0. When evaluation is based only on approximate distances, DD is sometimes confounded by an elevation in the substitution rate ( fig. 4E ). Therefore, simultaneous evaluation with the paralogy index R in enabled the exclusion of mammalian genes with high substitution rates. It should be noted that orthology detection based solely on the RBH principle could incorrectly classify the cases shown in figure 4D as involving no gene losses (designated ''pseudoRBH'') and could also incorrectly classify the cases shown in figure 4F as involving gene losses.
The following examples illustrate the behavior of the two metrics, DD and R in . In figure 3A , the Tbx6L gene has an R in value of 1.0 ( fig. 3A) because the chicken ortholog of its closest subtype, Tbx6, has not been identified yet ( fig. 2B ), resulting in a pseudoRBH (see above; fig. 4D ) between the chicken Tbx6L and the mammalian Tbx6. The Lefty gene in the TGFb superfamily exhibited a relatively large DD value (0.22; fig. 3A ) because of an increased substitution rate in the mammalian lineage ( fig. 4E ; supplementary fig. S2B , Supplementary Material online), but R in was close to 1.0 ( fig. 3A) . This low R in value for the Lefty gene allowed us to determine that this gene is simply evolving rapidly and thus has not been lost secondarily in the mammalian lineage. Regarding RhB/Rh2 and Wnt11b, both DD and R in values were low ( fig. 3A) , possibly because these genes experienced increased substitution rates in every major vertebrate lineage, so differences in distances between those lineages were not fully resolved ( fig. 4G ; see also fig. 2A and supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). This prevented a clear-cut identification of gene losses based on these indices.
In the comprehensive approach introduced in the following section, the area highlighted in blue in figure 3 (DD . 0.15; R in . 1.25), containing the five lost genes (SWS2, ADMP1, ADMP2, Crescent, and Sizzled), was examined first, followed by assessment of the area highlighted in yellow ( fig. 3 ; DD . 0.15; R in £ 1.25).
Detection of Gene Losses: Statistics
Our comprehensive search was aimed at identifying genes that are present in the genomes of the chicken and anamniotic vertebrates (teleost fish or Xenopus), but are absent from all available eutherian genomes ( fig. 1) fig. 2 ), we identified 147 chicken genes without eutherian orthologs. Because this count included six genes duplicated in the chicken lineage, in total we detected 141 gene loss events that occurred during the evolutionary period between the mammaliansauropsidan split and the radiation of boreoeutherian lineages ( fig. 1) . 
Detection of Gene Losses: Functional Diagnosis
First, we attempted to identify identical matches to the chicken orthologs of the lost genes in the NCBI Reference Sequence (Refseq) database (Pruitt et al. 2007 ). Of the 147 chicken orthologs, we found annotations for 32 cases, whereas 96 were only annotated as ''PREDICTED'' or genes encoding hypothetical proteins. There were no identical matches in Refseq for 19 of the genes (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).
We attempted to characterize the molecular properties of these 147 chicken genes by comparing them with an original set of 12,076 analyzed genes using an integrative tool, FatiGO (Al-Shahrour et al. 2004 ; see Materials and Methods). Even though few nonmammalian genes have been annotated with GO terms, we observed significant levels of overrepresentation of categories associated with biological processes, ''G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) protein signaling pathway (GO:0007186)'' and ''phototransduction (GO:0007602),'' molecular functions, ''rhodopsin-like receptor activity (GO:0001584),'' ''transmembrane receptor activity (GO:0004888),'' and ''GPCR activity (GO:0004930),'' and cellular components, ''membrane part (GO:0044425),'' ''intrinsic to membrane (GO:0031224),'' and ''integral to membrane (GO:0016021).'' We also observed a significant level of underrepresentation of the category ''intracellular part (GO:0044424).'' In parallel, FatiGO highlighted overrepresentation of the InterPro (Hunter et al. 2009 ) protein domains ''7TM GPCR, rhodopsin-like (IPR000276)'' (for example, containing genes encoding opsins and neuropeptide Y receptors), ''short-chain dehydrogenase/reductase SDR (IPR002198),'' and ''fibrinogen, a/b/c, chain, C-terminal globular (IPR002181). '' In addition to the GO and InterPro annotations indicated above, we scrutinized the literature on molecular characterization of chicken or anamniote orthologs of the lost genes. This revealed a high level of functional coherency between lost genes involved in photoreception (opsins, cryptochrome 4, melatonin 1C, and DNA photolyase) and egg formation (vitellogenin I and II, hatching enzyme, and hatching enzyme substrate ZPAX) (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). Some of these cases were previously reported as putative gene losses: vitellogenins (Brawand et al. 2008) , DNA photolyase (Kato et al. 1994; Yasui et al. 1994 ; Lucas-Lledo and Lynch 2009), and hatching enzymes (Kawaguchi et al. 2009 ). Our study provided robust confirmation of the absence of these genes from all eutherian species with sequenced genomes (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).
FIG. 4.-Alternative patterns of gene repertoire evolution. (A) If
there is no gene loss, the sequence similarity of a particular reference chicken gene to eutherian genes is expected to be lower than that to Xenopus and the zebrafish. (B) If there is a gene loss in the mammalian lineage, a homology search will not detect eutherian orthologs, whereas Xenopus and zebrafish orthologs will be detected. (C) In B, if a group of genes in question is part of a larger gene family, a homology search against a eutherian gene database should detect paralogs. For this reason, two criteria-higher similarity of the chicken gene to Xenopus and zebrafish than to eutherian genes (DD . 0) and paralogy to the eutherian genes (R in )-were employed to detect ''lost genes'' in our automated computational pipeline. (D) Even with a gene loss in the mammalian lineage, the RBH between the reference chicken gene and its eutherian paralog can be erroneously established because of an additional loss of its chicken paralog (''pseudoRBH''; see text). This pattern was observed for the Nodal/Nodal-related ( fig. 2C ), Tbx6L/Tbx6 ( Figure 2D ), and PRLHR genes ( fig. 5A) . (E) If the substitution rate is elevated only in the eutherian lineage, the branch from the reference chicken gene to the eutherian gene can be longer than to the outgroup. This pattern, which involves no gene loss, was observed for the Lefty, Pitx3, and Gdf1/3 genes. (F) A chicken lineage-specific gene duplication can confound the evaluation of ortholog/paralogy because RBH is not necessarily established. (G) If the substitution rates of all related sequences are high, the sensitivity in detecting ''lost'' genes tends to become lower because the differences in the branch lengths between them are small. This pattern was observed for the Wnt11b and RhB/Rh2 genes that were found to be lost but still showed relatively low DD values ( fig. 3A ; see also fig. 2A and supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). Black circles show reference chicken sequences used as queries in our initial searches. See Materials and Methods for definitions of d gm , d gn , T gm , and T mg .
Prolactin-Releasing Hormone Receptor-Related Genes
Prolactin-releasing hormone receptor (PRLHR) functions as a receptor of prolactin-releasing hormone (PrRP) and is also known as GPR10/hGR3/UHR-1 (Lin 2008) , encoded by a single-exon gene. Our inventory of lost genes included two members of this gene family: the chicken Ensembl gene entries ENSGALG00000020656 (DD 5 0.21; R in 5 1.00) and ENSGALG00000003142 (DD 5 0.23; R in 5 1.07). Our molecular phylogenetic analysis detected four vertebrate subtypes, designated PRLHR1, -2, -3, and -4 ( fig. 5A ). Three of these four subtypes lacked eutherian orthologs, including that of PRLHR2, whose chicken ortholog sequence (named PrRP-like; EU117423) is annotated only as a transcript in Ensembl (ENSGALT00000032741). The R in values of the chicken homologs mentioned above were equal or close to 1.0 because of pseudoRBH (caused by the absence of the chicken PRLHR1 ortholog; fig. 4D ). Our scan of PRLHR members in currently available vertebrate genome sequences revealed that only the anole lizard genome contains orthologs for all four of the subtypes (PRLHR1, -2, -3, and -4) and that all representative species for other vertebrate lineages possess different sets of the subtypes ( fig. 5B ). More importantly, the anole lizard PRLHR1 and PRLHR3 genes (the latter is not annotated as an Ensembl peptide) are located next to each other (on scaffold_170 with a 15-kb intergenic sequence between them; supplementary fig. S4A , 
Noggin Gene Family
The Noggin gene family contains genes encoding secreted proteins that function as dorsalizing factors in early embryogenesis (Sharpe 1994; Fletcher et al. 2004 ). Developmental biologists have identified three Xenopus laevis, three zebrafish, and three chicken homologs (Furthauer et al. 1999; Eroshkin et al. 2006) . Two of the chicken homologs are included in our inventory of lost genes: Noggin2 (ENS-GALG00000020723; DD 5 0.18; R in 5 1.66) and Noggin4 (ENSGALG00000019312; DD 5 0.34; R in 5 3.91). This gene family experienced a gene duplication early in metazoan evolution between the Noggin1/2/3 and Noggin4 subfamilies, each of which are represented by the homologs of the invertebrates, such as the starlet sea anemone, Nematostella vectensis, and the freshwater planarian, Schmidtea mediterranea ( fig. 6 ). Our phylogenetic analysis robustly supported losses of eutherian Noggin2 and -4 ( fig. 6 ). In addition, there could have been another gene loss in the tetrapod lineage in the subtype containing the zebrafish noggin5 as well as other lineage-specific losses within the teleost fish lineage (e.g., zebrafish noggin4 and acanthopterygian noggin3; fig. 6 ).
Opsin Gene Family
In addition to the aforementioned gene losses of visual opsins (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online), we detected seven chicken opsin genes without eutherian orthologs (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). These included genes encoding the vertebrate ancient opsin, opsin 5 like-1, opsin 5 like-2, pinopsin, and melanopsin 1 (supplementary fig. S5 and table S4, Supplementary Material online). By including the anole lizard homologs, our phylogenetic analysis revealed four more gene losses in the eutherian lineage that were not represented by available chicken genes (supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online). Although a few gene losses in this gene family have been suggested (Terakita 2005; Nickle and Robinson 2007) , our survey provided a more comprehensive census of this family based on currently available whole-genome sequences.
Gene Families without Any Eutherian Member
The lost genes identified thus far are the members of relatively large gene families that retain other eutherian paralogs. In contrast, our search revealed 10 gene families without any eutherian members (supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online). These included a DNA photolyase gene that plays a pivotal role in the repair of ultravioletinduced DNA lesions (Lucas-Lledo and Lynch 2009) (supplementary fig. S6C , Supplementary Material online) and velo1, whose transcript localizes vegetally in the Xenopus oocyte (Claussen and Pieler 2004) (supplementary fig. S6J , Supplementary Material online). Except for these two cases, none of the other eight gene families contained any vertebrate gene that has been characterized functionally to date. However, the chicken genes in these gene families and their homologs are neither extremely short (at least 200 amino acids in all cases) single-exon genes nor highly repetitive, but rather possess a certain level of complexity in the exon-intron structure. Given that for all of these gene families, we identified EST sequences for genes of the chicken and other diverse vertebrates (data not shown), members of these gene families should produce transcripts and probably function as genuine genes in noneutherian vertebrates.
Discussion
Gene Losses Observed in Well-Studied Gene Families Our targeted survey of the five well-characterized gene families showed that some of these ''toolkits'' apparently experienced changes in gene repertoire during evolution; regulatory genes are not necessarily universally retained (Hoekstra and Coyne 2007 ; see also Carroll et al. 2005) . The nomenclature applied to those genes whose orthologs are absent from the mammalian genomes tends to exhibit a high level of discrepancy between species; for example, Tbx6L in the chicken, VegT in Xenopus, and tbx16 (or spadetail) in the zebrafish correspond to a single lost gene in mammals (Zhang and King 1996; Knezevic et al. 1997; Ruvinsky et al. 1998 ; see fig. 2D ). Even more confusing is that the Wnt11 genes in Xenopus and zebrafish are orthologous to the chicken Wnt11b, whereas chicken Wnt11 is orthologous to Xenopus and zebrafish genes designated Wnt11-related (Wnt11r) ( fig. 2A ; Garriock et al. 2007 ). This is a typical example of ''hidden paralogy'' (Daubin et al. 2001; Gribaldo and Philippe 2002; also see Kuraku 2010) caused by delayed identification of the Xenopus and zebrafish Wnt11 orthologs (namely Wnt11-related) and the loss of the eutherian Wnt11b ortholog.
Implementing the Comprehensive Primary Selection of Lost Gene Candidates
Problems in automating phylogenetic analyses have emerged as the demands for elaborate molecular phylogenetic analyses at the genome scale have increased (HuertaCepas et al. 2007; Gabaldon 2008) . While relying on Blast searches, we employed a tree-based strategy to overcome problems typical of automated phylogenetic analyses. We applied empirical phylogenetic criteria based on the results of the targeted nonautomated analysis with the five selected gene families (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) to optimize the efficiency of the automated search. In our methodological framework, a high proportion of genes with a large DD (larger distance to in-group than to out-group) was detected as lost genes ( fig. 4B and C; red dots in fig. 3B ), whereas other candidates that experienced rate elevation in the mammalian lineage were revealed to be false-positives ( fig. 4E ). To filter out these false-positives, we also computed the paralogy index, R in . We did not evaluate this paralogy index qualitatively in an all-or-none manner, but quantitatively with a numerical criterion. By applying this quantitative criterion for paralogy, we excluded as many as possible of the false-positives caused by the lineage-specific gene duplications ( fig. 4F ; for risks associated with the RBH principle, see Gabaldon 2008) . This strategy, based on the cross-species proteome-to-proteome Blast searches, does not require the FIG. 6.-Molecular phylogeny of the Noggin gene family. The molecular phylogenetic tree was inferred by the ML method (a 5 1.09; 102 sites). Genes of sauropsids (birds and reptiles) are shown in green and those of eutherian mammals are shown in red. Based on the positions of cnidarian sequences, the entire gene family is divided into two subfamilies, which in vertebrates have led to noggin4 and others. Teleost noggin3 is likely to have been generated by teleost-specific genome duplication. The zebrafish noggin5, which clusters with a sea lamprey gene in the tree, may be a retained member of an additional subtype that was lost in the tetrapod lineage. Support values at nodes are bootstrap probabilities in the ML and neighborjoining (NJ) trees in that order. Vertebrate subtypes containing gene losses are shown with pink shading. preparation of multiple sequence alignments for the individual gene families and was revealed to be handy, as long as the selected candidates are followed by careful and focused assessment. Our search limited its targets to relatively long genes that would allow rigorous evaluations of molecular phylogenetic trees. Together with the possible contraction of gene repertoires in the chicken genome (ICGSC 2004) , it is highly likely that our inventory has underestimated the number of gene losses. On the other hand, it should also be noted that some highly divergent or truncated orthologs could have escaped our identification in the eutherian genomes. We did not include low-coverage mammalian genomes in our analysis, which can easily result in incorrect conclusions regarding the presence or the absence of orthologs (Milinkovitch et al. 2010 ; see also Green 2007) . The use of a more complete genome as a reference lineage (namely sauropsids) would contribute to increased precision in detecting gene losses.
Dynamism of Gene Repertoire
We detected a subset of lost genes in the gene families without any eutherian members (supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online). Large gene families that constitute the major portion of the protein-coding landscape of vertebrate genomes usually have other eutherian subtypes to potentially compensate for ''loss of function'' caused by gene losses. In fact, the gene families shown in supplementary  fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online do not belong to this scheme. As exemplified in the case of DNA photolyase genes (supplementary fig. S6C , Supplementary Material online; Kato et al. 1994; Yasui et al. 1994 ; Lucas-Lledo and Lynch 2009) and vitellogenins (Brawand et al. 2008) , it is possible that some of the gene losses from the basal eutherian lineage account for the phenotypic evolution that characterizes Eutheria.
The pattern of the PRLHR gene family highlights the dynamism of gene repertoires ( fig. 5A ). Different vertebrate lineages have retained different sets of members of these gene families as a result of frequent lineage-specific gene losses (e.g., fig. 5B ). Unfortunately, the functions of many PRLHR family members remain to be determined. It would be of great interest to determine whether there is a link between gene losses and among-lineage differences in physiological traits regulated by this group of genes. These findings highlight the importance of paying more attention to the dynamism of gene repertoires. It would be intriguing to examine whether gene losses were more frequent during the advent of mammals than during other periods of the vertebrate evolution.
Loss of Multiple Regulatory Genes Involved in Axis Formation
One striking finding in this study was the discovery of the absence of multiple eutherian genes that are involved in early embryonic patterning. This included Noggin2, Noggin4 (Eroshkin et al. 2006) , Nodal-related (Levin et al. 1995) , ADMP1 (Moos et al. 1995; Ben-Zvi et al. 2008) , ADMP2 (Kumano et al. 2006) , Sizzled (Salic et al. 1997) , and Crescent (Pfeffer et al. 1997 ) (figs. 2 and 6). Moreover, we detected a markedly long branch, suggesting increased substitution rates, in the early mammalian lineage of the Lefty (Meno et al. 1996) , Pitx3 (Semina et al. 1998) , and Gdf1/Gdf3 genes, which also experienced a mammalian lineage-specific gene duplication (supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online).
Among these, Nodal-related (and its paralog, Nodal) and Lefty (and Pitx2, a close relative of the Pitx3; Yoshioka et al. 1998) are involved in the establishment of the left-right (LR) asymmetry (reviewed in Hamada et al. 2002) . Our phylogenetic analysis for Nodal relatives supports the scenario that one or two gene duplications early in vertebrate evolution generated at least two subtypes, Nodal and Nodal-related (or three subtypes including teleost ndr2/cyclops, if this is not orthologous to Nodal; see fig. 1C ; also see Fan and Dougan 2007) . Moreover, the Nodal subtype was probably lost in the chicken lineage, whereas mammals lost the Nodal-related subtype. Even though the fundamental functions of mammalian Nodal and chicken Nodal-related seem to be similar (Hamada et al. 2002) , our phylogenetic analysis supported their paralogy unambiguously. It is intriguing that Gdf1, which experienced a mammalian lineage-specific gene duplication (supplementary fig. S2A , Supplementary Material online), is also implicated in the establishment of the LR asymmetry (Rankin et al. 2000; Andersson et al. 2006) .
Another interesting link among lost genes is the involvement of both Sizzled and ADMP1 in the dorsoventral (DV) axis formation (Collavin and Kirschner 2003) . These molecules cooperate with other factors such as Bmp1 to moderate bidirectional negative feedback between a dorsalizing factor, Chordin, and the ventralizing factors, Bmp2/4/7 (Mizutani and Bier 2008) . Noggins are also known as dorsalizing factors (Mizutani and Bier 2008) . Sizzled, ADMP1, Noggin2, and Noggin4 genes, shown to be absent from the mammalian genomes sequenced to date, might have been part of a regulatory network that was altered in the early mammalian evolution. It is possible that the elongation of early embryonic architecture, which is unique to mammals, as well as relatively slow development, as manifested in the mouse (Coolen et al. 2007; Takeuchi et al. 2009 ), permitted losses of basic components that constitute a fine-tuning mechanism for the DV axis formation.
The other developmental genes that have been identified as being lost from the mammalian lineage, Wnt11b and Tbx6L/VegT/tbx16 (Zhang and King 1996; Knezevic et al. 1997; Ruvinsky et al. 1998) , also have some functional coherence. In zebrafish, tbx16 and Wnt11 (the ortholog of chicken Wnt11b) function cooperatively in a morphogenetic process of the dorsal organizer: the signaling center that specifies vertebrate axial polarity and the nervous system (Heisenberg et al. 2000; Gong et al. 2004; Muyskens and Kimmel 2007) . In Xenopus, the orthologs of these two genes, VegT and Wnt11b, are known as sources of maternal mRNA localized vegetally. Vg1 and velo1 are also part of the transcriptome of the vegetal pole in the Xenopus oocyte (Claussen and Pieler 2004) .
The developmental function of ADMP2 remains to be characterized. However, previous studies suggest that it plays a role in cardiogenesis (Kumano et al. 2006) , in which the involvement of Wnt11b has also been implicated (Pandur et al. 2002) . In Xenopus, Crescent is also known to interact with a product of the Wnt11b ortholog, Xwnt11 (Shibata et al. 2005 ).
Conclusions
We have screened the chicken genome as a reference to identify genes that existed at the mammalian-sauropsidan split and were lost before the radiation of the Boreoeutheria. We detected 141 gene loss events that were confirmed using multiple high-coverage boreoeutherian genomes. The lost genes included several genes involved in axis formation during the early embryogenesis, whose amphibian and teleost fish homologs are well characterized. At the same time, we identified novel gene families that have no extant eutherian family members. Our findings highlight the potential of genome-wide gene phylogeny analysis in detecting possible rearrangement of gene networks.
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